EMG service for ELDROclassic® and ELHY®: Maintenance by the original manufacturer and at authorised repair workshops worldwide

REPAIRS
Our service technicians are specialized in repairing your ELDROclassic® and ELHY® thrusters exclusively with EMG spare parts in order to maintain the safety and efficiency of the devices in the long term!

Our services include:
- Incoming inspection
- Draining and disposal of oil
- Disassembly and cleaning
- Diagnosis / spare part determination
- Offer / cost estimate
- Assembly with original components / wearing parts
- Refilling
- Repainting
- Scrapping, disposal of used parts

ADVANTAGES
To ensure safety and quality requirements, use the EMG service:
- Consideration of product improvements
- Remanufacturing
  - Thruster as new after repair
- Spare parts in stock
  - Reduction of lead time
- General agreement on request
- Replacement of obsolete thruster by identical thruster
- Use of specialist personnel and special tools
  - Thruster as a safety component to protect personnel and systems
- 2 years warranty

Contact us:

ELDROclassic®
EMG Automation GmbH
Industriestraße 1 • 57482 Wenden, Germany

ELHY®
EMG Automation GmbH • Werk Oschersleben
Am Pfefferbach 20 • 39387 Oschersleben, Germany

Phone: +49 2762 612 426 • eduard.musalf@emg-automation.com
EMG service for ELDROclassic® and ELHY®: Maintenance by the original manufacturer and at authorised repair workshops worldwide

Keep your ELDROclassic® or ELHY® thruster at the highest performance level and use our repair service!

- THRUSTER AFTER REPAIR AS NEW
- SPARE PARTS ALWAYS IN STOCK
- TRAINED SPECIALISTS
- SPECIAL TOOLS
- 100% CHECK AND ENDURANCE TEST
- THE SAME QUALITY STANDARD AS FOR NEW THRUSTER
- TEST CERTIFICATE ON REQUEST

USE THE KNOW-HOW OF THE MANUFACTURER!
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